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of our Hon'ble Chief Minister|| IN LOVING MEMORY OF LATE DR. BIJAYA KUMAR SAHu
FORMER ADVISER, OAVS. Words may not sufice to Epress
bright future or tne the heartfelt sorrow that we feel for the passing ot the

for the
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present generation to build aamazing and workaholic member of OAVS family He a s an
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inspiring soul

new Odisha.

No words can descnbe how som we are tor Your

loss. Deepest and warmest condolences from OAVS tamily

Interview of OAV Toppers of AlSSE/AISSCE-2020-2021 The

OAVs family members are
honoured and privileged to have
Such a dynamic person as the

Odisha Adarsha Vidyalaya, Salapada, Anadapur,
Keonjhar Conducted an exclusive interview with Ms.
Lusi Routray ( State topper of class XIl
Science
Stream 2020-21 of OAV Anandapur, keonjhar).She
deserves high appreciation on her glorious success
for securing 95.80%. This important, thought provoking
and highly inspiring interview is being presented here
LUSI ROUTRAY

OAV Anandapur

new advisor .This newsletter is
totally his idea which gives the
students an opportunity to show

their talent.All of us are thankful
to our esteem advisor from the

to energize and to encourage the upcoming aspirants.

core of our heart for this new

Achieving top slot in any examination is definitely a

pleasurable experience. Our heartiest congratulations on your splendid
SUccess.

Lusi- Thank you very much.
OAV Anandapur: Were you confident of your success and how did you react
to the news of securing top position among Adarsha Vidyalayas in stale?
Lusi Yes I was confident of my success. But| was not expecting that I will be
in top position in stale. So I was really excited at that moment.
OAV Anandapur: - What was yur slrategy for study

Lusi:- Due lo Corona pandemic, there was no ofline classes from beginning
of the session. Bul I attended all the online classes regularly irom 8 am
-11.45 am. Conducted by our school leachers. I reffered Gyanakosha and

question bank of various

subjects provided by OAVS for my practice. I

divided the syllabus in small targets lo be completed on monthly, weekly and
even daily basis. So as per planl was able to cover my syllabus and got ample

time for revision and solving sample questions.
walched various topic
related video from youtube for more knowledge.Apart from that, online
coaching classes sponsored by OAVS through AAKASH was very helpful for
me

OAV Anandapur: To whom would you like to give the credit of your success ?
Lusi
I would like to give the credit of success to my family members
especially to my elder sister for her guidance. Thanks to Principal and
teachers of my school ,who have helped me a lot in the entüre journey and
making various useful strategies for us in pandenic like adverse condition.
lile ?

OAV Anandapur. - Whal is the of your
Lusi-The aim ofmylife is to be a doctor.
OAV Anandapur -Any suggestion or advice do you like to give to the future
aim

aspiranls ?

Lusi-I would like lotell the aspirants to have faith and believe inthemselves
If you have desire, devolion , dedication and discipline, then you will get sure

Pratikshyatripathy
2nd state OAV ToPper
OAV Patharchepa, Balangir

initiative.

It is a great opportunity for me to be a part of Odisha Aadarsha Vidyalaya,

Patharchepa. Though in the begining part of my class x the school was
closed because of Covid-19 it didn't hamper our studies. The dedication
and devotion of my teachers and principal sir kept us alive. Initially it was
litle difficult to adjust with the online classes but with co-operative friends
and helpful teachers things became easy. The opening of school was

really a turning point because in physical classes we got ample
opportunity to clarify our doubts... Rigorous practice,doubt clearing
classes, peer learning and support from all created the environment to

give my best..
Q. Achieving 2nd position in AISSE is definitely a pleasurable experience.
Accept our heartiest congratulation on your splendid success.
A. Thank you very much.

a. what percentage did you actually expected?
A.My expectation was above 98 percent

Q. Who do you give credit for your success?
A.l would like to thank my teachers, principal sir
and my parents for their support and dedication.
a-What is your ambition in life?

wOuld like to serve my nation as a doctor. Also I would
Iike to check animal abuse to as much extent I can.
Q.:- Which career do you propose to choose?

Ans:-I have a personal inclination to be a doctor
Q Any advice to present batch of students?
A. Don't be stressed too much, you know how much effort you are giving
Take proper care of your health and cocentrate on your

studies

sUccessin ne.

"You don't write because you want to say something9,
you write because you have something to say"
F. Scott Fitzgerald
With a view to give expression to the untold stories of the growing children, to give
them a platform to express their creative thoughts and ideas, OAVS Newsletter is a
novel initiative undertaken by Odisha Adarsha vidyalaya Sangathan. Every child is
creative in his/her own way. To explore and give exposure to child's creativity surely

OAVS Newsletter will go a long way. Definitely students will be more encouraged and
motivated to get their ideas, innovations, literary articles published in the Newsletter
Surely this literary journey will lead the students to be more creative and resourceful in
shaping all round development of their personalities. The editorial team wishes a
successful journey of Newsletter In exploring the hidden talents of the Oavians.

With Best Wishes

Odisha Adar1ha Vidyalaya: Where the helpless become cmpowered wilh edacation

Editorial Board
Theme ofthe Month: OAVs are closed but Classess are not.

WORD: Awedde- overcome with anger, madness or distress; insane, mentally disturbed

THOUGHT: Yourimagination is the hood ornament on the car of creativity- Gary Busey

ESWETAPUSPITA SAHOO

Nijhum Rani Pand
PGT Physics
Oav,Mahimun
uintala, Baland

CLASS XI

When electrons flow

through

OAV,PIRILIPAL, SONEPUR

conductor-such as the
phone chargers or the
laptops-they collide with material silicon chips in the circuit boarcdscopper
of our
alomic frenzy
inmpurities and with

wires

in our

a

each other

Yet, while

fundamental to understandingthehow electrons interact with
physics, measuring the
interactions has understanding

in a

liny

cach other

is

strength of these
Virginia Tech researchers has tricky challenge for physlcists. A team led by
discovered
that
conditions, they could
by creating a specific set of
quantify electron-electron
precisely than ever.
interactions more
proven

To

study

how

to be

a

electrons

interact togelher, the
devices that would create a
team fabricated tiny
beam
conditions to get the results: low of electrons. They needed three specific
temperature, a magnelic field to make the
electrons whirl around in
how far electrons would orbits, and ultrapure materials. Their goal: To see
travel on their orbits
before they encounter other
electrons and scatter. As the device
was made from
team knew that there
weren't any other variablesultrapure materials, the
that could cause the
scattering-they cOuld witness the electrons

during
between Augustthe ozone depletes
over the SOuthe
maximum size between mid.S
a
region, with the hole reaching
and mid-October. This year's hole is now larger than 75
per cent
season since
and October

Each year

the

hemisphere's spring season

in the
1979
ozone holes at this point
In 2020, the ozone hole reached a peak of about 24 milin

previous

SQuare
kilometers at the start of October, which was relatively larger thae
this
of
oz0nE
year's season, the
preceding years. At the beginning
started out developing in a way that suggested it would be about the
size, but it has grown considerably bigger over the past week. This, e
is being closely monitored by the Copernicus Atmosphere Monto

Service (CAMS) through computer modeling and satelite observations
Scientists accept that the depletion in the ozone layer is caused

interacting without any
confounding variables.
In regular
impure semiconductor electrons
collisions with impuriies that
undergo so many
electron-electron interactions are you basically never know what the
actually
But
those impurities,
when you remove
you're left with an ultrapuredoing.
material, and suddenly those
electron-electron interactions become
evident.
Scientists have recenly found that in
certain materials and
groups of electrons flow
conditions,
collectively like whirlpools and behave similar
liquid. The whirtpools actually
to a
even if the
persist
interactions between
electrons are

The chemicals are stable so can travel from the Earth's surface to thee
stratosphere. But then, at the altitude where stratospheric ozone is found
they are broken down by high-energy UV radiation. The ensuing chemica
niczreactions destroy ozone.
CFCs have been banned in 197 countries around the worid. Since
the
ban on so-called halocarbons the ozone layer has shown signs of
recovery
but it is a slow process and it will take until the 2060s or /0s for a

collective behavior

phasing-out of the depleting substances.

very weak. At this point, not much
is known about this
in the weak
interaction limit. It's a new
one that a
phenomenon,
single particle would not have shown.
The outcomes of this
could be applied to help
study
such as sensors and
improve electronics,
teledommunication
help further the cutting-edge field of devices. Plus, this research could
quantum computing, part of which
relies on electron-electron
interactions to form new quantum states.

human-made gases called CFCs, which were tirst developed in the 1920

complete=

DYSON SPHERE

Human Trials for New HIV Vaccine

NAME SWASTIK CHINTANTRIPATHY
CLASSXI.
OAV,PATHARCHEPA, BALÀNGIR

SnehashishMahapatra

TGTSCIENOEONMAHMUNDA

BALANGIR

Modema, the Massachusetts-based American
biotechnology company.
begin human trials for its novel mRNA vaccine

will

(mRNA-1644)

(Human Immunodeficiency Virus).

for HIV

This

is the first trial for a n
mRNA vaccine for HiV after the
success of
mRNA vaccines with Covid-19. According to the World
Health
Organizauon, there were around 37.7 million living with HIV as of 2020.
Key Points
mRNA
Vaccine vs Traditional Vaccines:. mRNA vaccines tricks the body
into producing some of the viral
proteins itself. They work by
messenger
RNA, which is h e molecule that essenially
puts DNA Instructions into
action. Inside a cell, mRNA IS used a s a
template to build a protein.
mRNA vaccine for HiV:

The vaccine

is expected to work
similar to the Covid-19 vaccineby
geting the body's cells to produce the HIV virus' spike protein trlggering an

immune response

The

larger purpose of stimulating the B cells is to generate what are called
broadly neutralising antibodies (bnAbs), which are speclalised blood
protelns that attach to the surface proteins
HIV and disable them by
accessing key but hard-to-reach reglons on uof
e
B-cells fight bacteria and viruses by making vinus.
Y-shaped proteins called

anibodies, which are specific to each pathogen and are able to lock onto
lt

c e ot an invading cell and mark it for destruction by other immune

cells
Over the last

decade, there have been advances in ldantifying new bnAbs
from HiV-infected individuals that were seen to target very specific sites in
the outer envelope of the HIV.
Lab-based

analysis

and

tests

on

animals

have

improved

the

undersianding ot how the knowledge of these sites can be used to make

immunogens
n

mmunogen refers to a molecule that is capable of eliciting an immune

rsponse
by an organism's Immune system, wheroas an antigen refers to
a
molecule that is capable of binding to the product of that immune

response

a n imunogen is necessarily an antigen, but an antigen may not
necessanly be an imnmunogen.

Expected

RNA-Dased

Benefits:

immunogens are believed to be a

promising,arernative

because they do not involve the use of a live virus, can be made relatvely
easily, can be quickly doployed and safely adminislerod.

The desire that guides me in all I do is
the desire to hamess the forces
of nature to the service of
mankind.
Nikola
Tesla
A Dyson Sphere is a
theoretical mega
project that encircles i
star with platforms
orbiting in tight formation, providing every bit of
radiation
sola
-

engineering

emanating from central star.
Olaf Stapledon, a sci-fi
visionary

published a novel Star Maker in 1937
spherical energy trapping alien structure.
Inspired from
novel, 1960, physicist Freedom
Dyson came up with some brlliant th
on this mega structure.
theonE
A more viable
for
a
design
Dyson Sphere might be a
Swarm, ai
enormous set of
orbiting panels that collect the sun's Dysonand
power
elsewhere. We need around 30
beaii
(each of 1sq km). We need 100 quadrillion satellites to suound the su
tons of material and then we
energy to put the parts togetherquintillion
nete
and deliver from their
sun. On top of all that we
positions around u
need a permanent
infrastructure
start building.
pi nsspace
Mercury is closest to sun, metal
is 1/3rd of e
rich,
and so
gravity
launching satellites from
Mercury wil be easier. Conventional o
panels are far too intricate and short
lives, satellites wil be operated
or
repairs
intervention for
astronomically long times. They neeowlu
enormous mirrors
refocusing sunlight to central collecting station
concentrated
i
he described

a

solar power on earth.
Even if we all use
launch as much masS asearthly fossil fuels and uranium, we cou barel
Mt.
into space and adding 0 an
electro-magnetic track to launch.Everest
To achieve this
whole process, we
qualitative solar collectors, miners, refiners,
launch
It's far from certain if
equipments
humanity ever
will be so
astounding that someday gets near to accomplish it, our p res
own imagination.

only limitation left to reality

W"

WORD: Coulrophobia- extreme or irrational fear of clowns

THOUGHT Creativity is a wild mind and a disciplined eye- Dorothy Parker
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BRICKS

By- Aswosthi

Khuntia, Class

PARADISE
-

X,

OAV, Tikira, Ghatagaon

I was

strolling in my courtyard,
Worrying and

complaining

He

about my life.
All of a sudden, a
lad passed
by me.
His gentle walk did
not disturb
me,
But the load on his
head, caught my eyes.
I

"Nice bricks!"
turned around,screamed,
I saw tear
droplets in his
He walked
away and went

He

began

dejected eyes..

up the stairs.

A few

minutes later, he was back!
his own trick and
loaded ten bricks on his head.
Not a single mistake
he did!
I

rejoiced the boy's balance,
My curiosity grew up to know
about him.

lasked in a loud voice,
"What's your age?"
He looked at
me, with his bright
eyes and
"Sixteen" and went away. answered
My whole heart became
heavy suddenly.
Tbecame
mournful and down to

I was

mouth,
His words echoed inside
my mind,
I remembered his
hopeless eyes,
As if he was
trying to ask me,
"Is being poor a curse?"
speechless, with flood of tears, flowing from
my eyes.

Naveen Adarsha
Dr. Tanuja Kumar
Nayak
Principal, OAV Bibina,

Block

Saintala, Dist- Balangir

Our land of glory.
The seat
of
The home of

pristine

The land

nature and sublimé arts,

artisans, traders

and brave hearts,

of temples, the abode of God...

Ravaged by calamities, crippled bý
corruption,

Grappled

with poverty
in
The scourge
of hunger, disease and
Shrouded her past and fogged the

and groped ignorance
unemployment,
future.

Until..
The arrival of the scion of a legend,
A

patron of

knowledge, a sponspt óf talent,
the splendourof the lost grandeur

Who rekindled
With

his stable leadership and prophetic vision,

Implemented myriad schemes, nourished a million dreams,
Empowered the poor, censured the corrupt.
The blessed son of the soil,
Who strives to transform the land,

Making

her

a

hub of

industry and knowledge,

And establish a Naveen Adarsha ...

By-Sonali Jena, Class-X
OAV PALASAGADIA, BONTH, BHADRAK

What is paradise, what can it be?
Is it the same to you as it is to me?

IS it a place where one forgets their problems for a while?

Somewhere people just stop and smile?
Or is it something deeper? A place that doesn't end,
Where you have the rest of your life to

spend

Is it a place where you are happy with who you are

Where all is good and bad is far?
A place where calmness runs from your head to your toe,

Where relaxation and comfort are all that you know.
What is paradise, what can it be?
Is it the same to you as it is to me?

THE RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD
By- Ayushman Beria, Class- X

OAV, Mahimunda, Puintala, Balangir
Someone asked the richest man in the world, Bill
Gates, "Is there anyone richer than you?" "Yes, there is a
person who is richer than me." He then narrated a story. It
during the timel was not rich or famous. I was at New
York Airport. I saw a
vendor. I
was

wanted to buy a
newspaper
newspaper but I found that I don't have enough change.
So I left the idea of
buying and returned it to the vendor
telling him of not having the change. But the vendor said
that he was giving it for free. He
took the newspaper.

Coincidentally after a few months, he landed on the same
airport and he met the newspaper vendor and he was
again short of change for the
The vendor
offered the newspaper again butnewspaper.
he refused to take the
newspaper saying he had no change. The vendor
offered
the

newspaper to Bill Gates and said that he wouldn't
be
loss and he was sharing that from
his profit.
After 19 years, Bill Gates became
famous and known
to people.
Suddenly he remembered the vendor and
began searching for him and finally after
searching for him
about one and half month, he
found him. He asked
him,
"Do you know me?" The vendor
said, "Yes, you are Bill
Gates." He asked him again if he
remembered that he had
offered him newspaper for free and
wanted to repay him.
Bill Gates told the vendor that
he would give him
whatever
he wanted to have in his
life. The vendor
replied, "Sir,
don't you think you won't be able to
match my help?" Bill
Gates asked astonishingly,
"Why?" He said, "I had helped
you when I was a poor
newspaper vendor
trying to help me now when you have becameand you are
the richest
man in the world. How can
your help match mine?"
And
that day Bill Gates realised that the
newspaper
vendor
is
richer than him because he didn't wait
to become
rich

at

help someone.
People need

who possess
very

a

important

to

to

understand that truly rich are
those
rich heart rather than
lots of money. It is
to have a rich heart to

help others.

WORD: Pronoid- A person who is convinced of the goodwill of others towards himself or herself

THOUGHT: Learming lsnot the product of teaching. Learning is the product of the activity of learners- John Holt
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Editor-in-Chief

KSHAMANIDHI JHANKAR

Chaudhary, IAS

PRINCIPAL

Editor in Chief
State Project Director, OAVs

OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR
When the entire world was facing unprecedented crisis due to s

pre

and colleges were shut down f
of Novel Corona Virus and all schools
OAVS of the stateincl
18th March 2020 across the country. In many
OAV, Patharchepa, Balangirstarted imparting online education thrn
which was implemented in a systema
and Zoom

ncluding

Dear Readers

Greetings to you !!

meet
platform,
Google
manner with proper monitoring system in entüre OAVs of the state Th

Odisha Adarsha Vidyalaya is the brain child of
Hon'ble Chief
Minister Odisha, Shri Naveen Patnaik. It was created
to provide English
Medium of Education to the menitornous students in the
backward and
Rural areas of the State. In line of Chief
Minister's dream Odisha
Adarsha Vidyalaya Sangathan has taken various
initiatives for all round

The

statement "OAVs is closed but not the classroom was popularized k

former, Adviser cum working President Late Dr. Bijaya

by
Kumar Sahi

supported by the State Project Director, Sri Lingaraj Panda, Dr. R. M
Panda (0SD)Academics, Principals and other Star or OAVS when the

whole world was struggling to cope up with the virus on the other sia

development of students and being trying to nurture the young minds to

transformation of teachers, students and the whole OAvs fraternity from

excel them in different acoept of life,
sports and education.
Now Adarsha Vidyalaya
Sangathan is coming up with its monthly
newsletter, namely "OAVS news", starting from the month of October,
2021. This newsletter will be a
platform for the students and teachers to
share their best practices, achievements and
good works. As this
monthly letter will contain news related to music, literature, art, sports,
science and many more activities
being conducted in the Adarsha

traditional classes to the online learning was taking place and it was felt that

Vidyalayas, thus this will surely improve knowledge sharing and
compettiveness among the students of our Sangathan.
some

I congratulate the team of Adarsha
Vidyalaya Sangathan
of our Principals, Teachers & Students for this

including

achievement. I

hope the team will continue this great effort in coming future and make
this newsletter one of the best in the
Country in respect of content and

design.

we can no longer assume that traditional classroom education is the best

education and tapping the opportunity to shift focus from sScholing only at
school to school. Home collaboration for learning, since the outbreak of

Covid-19, our Principals, Teachers are continuouslytaking classes without
Summer vacation and winter break. Printing materials and notes were also
provided to the students those who were not reachable with mobile phones
and any internet facilities.
We promise and always ready to serve the countryman and prepare to
face the unknown challenges yet to face and transform accordingly. Our
tiredless efforts definitely bring smiles on the face of ilion of children and

show a new path to the whole country. Thanks to the Government of Odisha
and Honorable Chief Minister Sri. Naveen Patnaik to establish Odisha
Adarsha Vidyalaya to bring transformation in education and we feel proud
to be a part of this transformation.
RELEVANCE OF GANDHISM TODAY
By Arun Mahakur,

(Shri Prem Chandra Chaudhary, IAS)

Principal, OAV, Pipilipali, Sonepur
THE MAN OF PEACE: SHASTRI
By- K. Nunusa, Class-X

OAV, Pungar, Semiliguda, Koraput
The life of India's second prime ministe, Lal Bahadur Shasti, holds

several lessons in honesty, integrity and simplicity for children and adults
alike. In a world full of hollow men, he was the genuine article. He was a key

figure in the Indian Independence movement. His strong wilpower
sacrifice, love and devoton to his country made him one of the most Iovable
prime ministers of India. Honesty, integrity, humility and patience are he
few personality traits of Lal Bahadur Shastri.
He

was

given

the

title

of "

The

man

of

peace

"

because

he

always

preferred path of peace instead of aggregation. He played a significant role
in abolition of caste discrimination and brought equality in the Society. He
was 16 when Mahatma Gandhi called upon the countrymen to join the
Non-cooperation movement. Shastri at one responded to Gandhi's call and
played many roles for the independence of the country.
During 1965 when the country faced food scarcity as he was the prime
minister then, he stopped drawing his salary, also appealed for a one-day

fast every week to reduce the demand for food by the government's
commitment towards the ensuring Green Revolution. He has given the
most famous

slogan-"Jai Jawan,

Jai

Kisan

"

which

boosted

the

morale of

the soldiers as well as farmers amid food security which led to increase in

food. He promoted the White revolution

country wide campaign to

increase milk production. He supported the Amul Miik Co-operaton
emendment and created the National Dairy Development Board. He was a

an of simple living & high thinking. Even when he passed away, he
ortedly had no property in his name and left behind a few books and a
u. oti kurta.

Lal Bahadur Shastri has an extensive history of being a freedom fighter,
nationalist and leader of the nation. Coincidentally, he shares his birthday
with Mahatma Gandhi on October 2. Shastri's death remains a mystery
though officially reported as a heart attack, after signing the Tashkent

Agreement on January 11th 1966. He was the first person to posthumously
be

the Bharat Ratna, India's most prestigious Civillan award.
awarded
There comes a time in the life of every nation when it stands at the

crossroads of history and must choose which way to
-Lal Bahadur Shastri.

go

2nd October every year is a great day for India as well as for the world.
On this day India celebrates the birth anniversary of the Mohan Das
Karamchand Gandhi- The Father of Nation. This day is also celebrated as
Intemational day for non-violence to pay respect and acceptance to the true
spirt of non- violence promoted by Gandhiji throughout his life.

Gandhism starts with the famous line

'Simple living and high thinking'

and its objective is to transform the individual and society.
Theretore, in tnis
pandemic time of Covid-19, it is imperative to strive to inculcate Gandhian
philosophy in various facets of life.
Truth: Truth or "Satya" is a concept and a practice that Mahatma Gandhi

propagated to a great exlent. For him, truth and courage walked hand in
hand. If there is truth, then there is no necessity for
anyone to fear or display
cowardice. Truth may seem challenging at a particular moment of time, but

le cancan
aChildren
stainlearna person
for life. This is one of the
from Mahatma Gandhi.

greatest lessons

our

Non-violence_and peace: Gandhi strongly believed in the practice of
non-violence. For him, a peaceful resolution of problems and conflict was the
greatest of achievements. One might gain power and control by violence and
threat, but respect can only be achieved by harmony and non-violence.

? Education:- Gandhiji very much emphasized on all round development of
Body, Mind & Spirit. He stressed on proper utilization of 3H-Head, Heart &
Hand for proper development of personality of the Children.
Punctuality: Gandhi and his watch are inseparable companions.
Punctuality demonstrates his willingness to get up early, plan and make
every effort to complete his work on time. Now-a days in the busy schedule,
if we can get-up early & plan for the day, then we can maintain this
punctuality in most of the events.

Cleanliness: Gandhij laid greatemphasis upon cleanliness or Swacchta, as
to
&
he
is next to
sayrecent Swacchta Bharat Abhiyaan, the biggest cleanliness drive of India,

used

"Swacchta Hin Seva Cleanliness

Godliness.The

to fulfill the dream of Bapu by making India clean. We are also observing
"Swachhta Pakhwada" in all the Vidyalayas including OAVs.

Conclusion
Gandhi's plitical contributions offered us Independence but his
ideologies enlightened India as well as the world even today after so many

years. Every individual, thus, should follow the key Gandhian ideologies in
their day to day life for a happy, prosperous, healthy, harmonious and
sustainable future.

WORD: Topophilia- Love of, or emotional connection to, a particular place or physical environment
THOUGHIE Don't limit a child to your own learning, for he was born in another time- Rabindranath Tagore
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Priyambada Naik, Class X, OAV

Patharchepa Balangir

Priyatama Naik, Art Teacher, OAV, Jharmunda,

NE

OLALI JNA

Sonali Jena, Class-X, OAV, Palasa

Loisingha, Balangir

Gadia

Pollul

SWACHA BHARBAT PAINTING, REGA SING CASS X

St

Shraddha rani Mandal

-

OAV, R

hishree Mahaling,Cas-14A,0AV,

Patharchepa, Balangr Jogesh Sabar, OAV Gudari, Rayagada

MONSOON DRIVE
Late Dr.

bijay

Kumar ahoo

La Gr L Kumar sahon

OAV Morada, Mayurbhani

Ommkarmayee Mohanta,
Class IX, OAV,

Saharpada,

Mitarani Mohapatra Art Teacher

OAV, Begana, Jajpur

Gobinda Chandra Behera, Art Teacher,
OAV Gondhipally Malkangiri

Santanu Charan Behera,

K.Nunusa- Class-x- OAV, Pungar

Sushil Chandra

Tripathy, Art Teacher,

OAV, B. Gandhapali, Khalikote
WORD: Quixotic- not

sensible about
THOUGHT History will judge us by thepractical matters
difference we make in the everyday lives of childrenNelson

Mandela
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Shraddha rani Mandal

SWACHA BHARAT PAINTING, REGA SING CLASS X
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MONSOON DRIVE

DAV,

ahee Maning Clas- A,0AN, Patharchepa, 8alangir Jogesh Sabar, OAV Gudari, Rayagada
Late Dr. Dijay Kumar Sahoo g

Late Dr jay Kum arsahoa

@

OAV

Morada,

Mayurbhoni

22
Ommkarmayee Mohanta,

Mitarani Mohapatra Art Teacher,

Class IX, OAV, Saharpada,

OAV, Begana, Jajpur

Gobinda Chandra Behera, Art Teacher,
OAV Gondhipally Malkangiri

Santanu Charan Behera,

K.Nunusa- Class-x- OAV,

Pungar

Sushil Chandra
Tripathy, Art Teacher,

OAV, B. Gandhapali, Khalikote

WORD: Quixotic-not sensible about
practical matters
THOUGHT History will judge us
by the difference we make in the

everyday

lives of children- Nelson

Mandela
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-02.10.2021, Saturday
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NNOVATION

Visit of

Principal Secretary

Satyabrata Sahu

Plantation by Former Advisor Dr, Bijay Kumar Sahu

Visit of Former Advisor Late Dr, Bijay Kumar Sahu

Visit of Chief Secretary, 5T Secretary, Mission Director

Sri

National Health Mission to OAV, Patharchepa, Balangir

Cultural Programme by Student OAVS,Badapur

Plantation by Sri Prem Chandra Choudhury, SPD OAVS
AUA RUA

Visit of Former Advisor Late Dr, Bijay Kumar Sahu

to
Effrontery- audacious behavior that you have no right
WORD:
THOUGHT: By education, I mean an all round drawing of the best in

National Level Lok Kala Utsav (Folk Song)

child and man body, mind and spirit- Mahatma Gandhi
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